List of Candidates who qualified in written test and Skilled test for post of **Driver Cum Mechanic** under the project titled “National Survey for the State-wise Prevalence of Microbiologically Confirmed Pulmonary Tuberculosis in India” on contractual basis conducted on 13th February 2019 – 8th March 2019 and 22nd May 2019 at various regions and at NIRT, Chennai (Skill Test). (Advt Ref No. NIRT/PROJ/RECTT/2019-20 Dt.30.01.2019).

1. GURUNARAYAN
2. PULLOB DAS
3. KRIPENDRA SINGH
4. K.PONMALAISELVAN
5. SHRIKANT SHANKAR GAWAI
6. ARAVINDAN.V
7. S. MAHAMMAD HUSSAIN
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